Combination of recombinant xenogeneic endoglin DNA and protein vaccination enhances anti-tumor effects.
The immunization approaches with DNA vaccine priming and subsequent protein or peptide boosting has been widely tested in various models of infectious diseases. However, these approaches are seldom reported in the areas of cancer immunotherapy. In this study we combined endoglin plasmid DNA and recombinant protein as vaccines and used them to prime and boost, simultaneously, as a vaccine strategy. Our results showed that combination of endoglin DNA and protein vaccines could enhance both protective and therapeutic anti-tumor efficacy in both colon carcinoma and Lewis lung carcinoma models. Significant inhibition of tumor angiogenesis was found in the tumor tissues. The titers of autoantibodies against murine endoglin were significantly increased and the antibody levels lasted longer in the mice with combined endoglin DNA and recombinant protein vaccination. CTL response against endoglin-positive HUVECs, but not against endoglin-negative tumor cells was found in the mice combined DNA with protein vaccination. In addition, combination of endoglin DNA and recombinant protein vaccination significantly induced IFN-gamma secreting cells. These observations suggested that a combination of endoglin DNA and recombinant protein immunization as a vaccine strategy was superior to those using endoglin DNA or recombinant protein alone as vaccines.